
March 11, 2014 Region VIII Plans Examiner’s Meeting Minutes 

 

 

Meeting called to order at 10:10am by Phil Prisco 

In attendance were Phil Prisco, Matt Black, Jim Bodnar, Bill Riter, Steve Stafford, Andrew 
Bankowski, and John Card. No agenda items were emailed to me, so the floor was open to 
discussion. 

Jim Bodnar asked what if any permits other localities were issuing for cell towers. Unanimously the 
response was that all new towers, modification, collocations, and associated structures were 
being permitted by other cities. 

John Card raised the question how specifically Virginia Beach was handling VCC section 915 in-
building emergency communications. Andrew Bankowski replied that he ensures it is referenced 
in the code data and then turns enforcement to the emergency communications / fire 
marshall’s office for testing and acceptance. John said in the past he has held up the C/O for 
confirmation that the acceptance was completed. 

Matt Black asked if many localities were finding substantial damage declarations due to fire 
damaged single family residences.  Most localities responded that very few were occurring in 
their jurisdiction. 

Andrew Bankowski asked if anybody was familiar with a “hempcrete” product. He said a co-
worker received a proposal to use this product as a wall insulating material similar to a cellulose 
product. Their research identified that this product is used fairly widely in Europe but could not 
locate any recognized testing data for code acceptance. The group has had no prior 
knowledge of the material. 

Steve Stafford asked if there was any scuttlebutt on whether the residential sprinkler requirement 
would be left in the 2012 code cycle. Matt Black responded and said it was his understanding 
that the requirement would be deleted by DHCD again this cycle. 

Matt Black asked Steve Stafford as the RDP of the group if he was seeing a lot of clients looking 
for evaluation of complete load paths in new beam applications. Steve said yes that he feels 
this is part of a responsible design. Matt expressed his concern with residential applications that 
do not seem to evaluate the sizing or attachment of the posts that transfer these loads down. He 
mentioned a project in which approximately 20’ of a rear exterior wall was removed to gain 
access to an new addition. The header was a tall double LVL that had the existing rafters and 
ceiling joist side loading into the lower side edge of the LVL without a diaphragm on the other 
side to resist lateral movement. Steve Stafford provided a visual demonstration of lateral torsion 
and said that the beam can be sized properly to eliminate this problem in lieu of bracing being 
designed to resist the movement. Steve said he would email out an APA reference document 
that does a great job explaining lateral torsion stability. 



Bill Riter asked the group if anybody was aware of the structure in James City County that 
experienced structural failure from the roof truss system. Steve Stafford said it was the community 
center in Colonial Heritage. He said the failure had resulted due to the lack of permanent truss 
bracing for the roof system. The county has condemned the structure and currently the 
investigation is determining which party is at fault for the failure. 

Andrew Bankowski asked if there would be any changes to the wall bracing requirements in the 
2012 code. Matt Black explained that a drastically simplified version would be available if the 
structure fell within certain criteria, if not then the current method would be acceptable as well. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 11:55AM 

 


